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A Not-So-Cheap Botenweibel Letter 
by Harlan F. Stone, CPhH 

As earlier writers have described, a Botenweibel was a local bailiff who collected minor fees for a 

local court. Local residents who received a notice from the Botenweibel needed to mail cash back to him. 

Cash had to go in a value-declared letter by parcel post. 

Because there were so many letters to the Botenweibels in Canton Luzern, the Postal 

Administration realized that the requirement for parcel post for small amounts of cash was creating too 

much extra work for the postal employees. In Postal Decree No. 7 on May 16, 1866, this was the 

explanation it included when it began to permit such letters in the canton to go instead as registered 

letters with no outside indication of cash content. 

 

The cover in Figure 1 is a typical, fairly common registered letter, in this case going the local letter 

distance (no more than 10 kilometers) from Luzern to Emmen on May 10, 1878, for 5 centimes postage for 

up to 15 grams and the 20c registration fee, a total of 25c. To be a real Botenweibel letter, however, its text 
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would have to confirm that it included cash. (The 

American Philatelic Society’s translation service 

was unable to decipher enough of the old German 

script for me to determine whether money was 

present.) 

The sender of the parcel post letter in Fig-

ure 2, mailed on April 24, 1881 (internal date), was 

smart enough to realize that at that time a letter 

by parcel post was cheaper than one by registered 

mail. From September 1, 1876, to October 31, 

1884, the rate for a non-local registered letter (one 

going more than 10km) was 10c postage for up to 

15gr plus the 20c registration fee, a total of 30c. 

During the same period the rate for a parcel was 

only 20c for up to 5 kilograms going no more than 

25km since there was no fee to insure up to 100fr 

of declared value. The sender correctly declared 

the content as “Werth: 1 fr” at the top of the cover, 

an amount also noted in the letter. He addressed 

the letter  to” Herrn Bottenweibel” in “Emmen”. 

(The lettering in ink has faded and may be hard to 

read.) 

But the sender of this parcel post letter 

outsmarted himself. He failed to realize that 

Ohmstall-Niederwyl to Emmen was a distance of 

28km (measured in a straight line). His 20c adhe-

sive stamp (upper left) was only enough postage 

for 25km. When the post office at nearby Schoetz 

added the parcel etiquette, however, it noted “40”c 

as the full rate at the bottom of the cover for a let-

ter going farther. It also added and canceled the 

second 20c adhesive stamp. The sender’s ad-

vantage in using parcel post disappeared.  

My thanks to Robert Bäuml and Hanspeter 

Thalmann who helped me understand the signifi-

cance of this not-so-cheap Botenweibel letter.  
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President’s Column 

Our Society had a very successful and con-

genial meeting at WESTPEX in April.  Our won-

derful exhibitor participants did very well 

(reported elsewhere), Mike Peter's IKW book sold 

out, the dinner Friday evening was delicious and 

well attended, and the camaraderie was un-

matched.  A seminar on Friday, a swap session on 

Sunday, and a lot of catching up among members 

rounded out an excellent show.  Thanks to Dale 

and Edie Eggen for their liaison with the Show, 

and to Bruce Marsden and Harlan Stone, and the 

other Board members who helped with the dinner, 

the seminar and many other details.  Now to other 

AHPS matters: 

We have finalized the time and place for 

our next national meeting.  It will be at TEXPEX 

on March 1st through 3rd, 2013, less than ten 

months away.  That show will be held at Grape-
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vine, Texas, in the Hilton DFW Lakes Executive 

Conference Center, 1800 Highway 26 East, Grape-

vine, Texas, quite near the Dallas-Fort Worth Air-

port.  I hope as many of you as possible can 

attend.  Please mark your calendars accordingly. 

Our long-serving and able Auction Mana-

ger, Gordon Trotter, will be retiring from that post 

at the end of this year.  This is a request for volun-

teers to replace him.  If you are interested, please 

contact me.  Our Society only functions through 

the efforts of some able volunteers, so if you have 

experience and feel comfortable in describing accu-

rately Swiss and Liechtenstein lots, please do help 

out the Society.   

The Board voted unanimously to continue 

donating the Sophie Buser Memorial Youth 

Award, this year to be presented to the most de-

serving Swiss youth collector /exhibitor at the 

NABA in Stans, Switzerland, in October. 

The Board also has decided to conduct a 

fundraiser within AHPS to have the Society's 

name placed on the Switzerland literature collec-

tion at the American Philatelic Research Library 

at APS headquarters in Bellefonte, Pennsylvania.  

The necessary total amount will be $5000.00, 

which will be tax-deductible to those who give.  

More details on this will be publicized in TELL by 

our Treasurer, Bruce Marsden.   

Our extraordinary publication run will con-

tinue.  Besides the IKW sellout, Dick Hall's mag-

nificent Philately of Switzerland is down to the last 

few remaining copies.  Chuck LaBlonde's book on 

the chaotic 1944 World War II period of Swiss mail 

to other countries is approaching publication.  Ad-

ditional slide shows are already in the planning 

stages. 

Finally, the Board commends George 

Struble on the continuing outstanding quality of 

TELL.  A new printer has been found, which will 

hopefully keep costs reasonable while enabling the 

more liberal use of color.  Our Society continues to 

be financially strong and stable.  Membership in 

AHPS continues to be an extraordinary bargain for 

those who would learn more about our fascinating 

hobby.   

 Bob Zeigler 

 

Stone Wins Both  

Helvetia Top Awards 

Harlan Stone won the Helvetia awards for 

both the top multi-frame and single-frame exhibits 

at the AHPS convention at WESTPEX in San 

Francisco during September 27-29. His multi-

frame display of “Switzerland’s Stamp Imprinted 

Envelopes 1867-86” won the Felix Ganz Memorial 

Grand Award and also a show gold and the Marcus 

White award for the best postal stationery. His ex-

hibit on “Switzerland-to-United States Mail Rates 

1862-75” received not only the Helvetia best one-

frame plaque but also the show single-frame grand 

award and a show gold. 

Six other Swiss exhibits also won show 

golds. They were Steve Turchik’s “Usage of the 

Imperforate Sitting Helvetia 1854-63”, which also 

captured the Helvetia gold and San Francisco Pa-

 
Ian Gilchrist explaining his exhibit at the AHPS seminar 

 

 
AHPS exhibitors at WESTPEX: left to right: Ian Gilchrist, 
George Struble, Bruce Marsden, Mike Peter, Harlan Stone, 
Roger Heath, Steve Turchik 

 

From the Auction Manager: 

The next auction will appear in the November 

TELL.  Lots may be submitted up to Sept. 18.  

However, please do not send any items until 

after Labor Day, as I will be away and don't 

want them sitting around the Post Office. 

 The opportunity to run these auctions is 

still open.  I encourage all of you to consider 

this extremely rewarding experience.  Please 

feel free to contact me if you would care to look 

into it. 

 Gordon Trotter 
 410-730-7936; trotters2@verizon.net 

 

 

mailto:trotters2@verizon.net
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cific Philatelic Society’s award of merit; George 

Struble’s “Swiss Airmail up to 1939”, which also 

took the Helvetia silver and the Air Mail Society’s 

best airmail prize; Ian Gilchrist’s “Mail Between 

Switzerland and Colombia Using the SCADTA Air-

line 1923-1937”, which also received the Helvetia 

bronze and American Philatelic Congress’s best 

write-up award; Roger Heath’s “Flexible-Head Ra-

zor Cancelers Invented by Frederic de Coppet”; 

Michael Peter’s “IKW Issue 1918-19”; and in the 

single-frame category Bruce Marsden’s “Pro 

Juventute 1912-13 Forerunners and First Issue”.  

In the multi-frame competition Bruce 

Marsden’s “1949 Engineering and Landscape Is-

sue” earned a show vermeil and an AAPE award of 

honor; and Chic Bartolacci’s “Kasimir Issues of 

Liechtenstein 1920-25” received a show vermeil.  

In the single-frame section Roger Heath’s 

“Foreign Cancelers Made by Güller of Hüttikon”, 

won a show silver and an AAPE award of honor. 

 

Other Recent Winners 

 Ian Gilchrist, “International Red Cross 

Tracing Labels 1914-19”, PHILASIERRE 2011 

(Switzerland), gold, special prize; “Swiss Consular 

Stamps” (1-frame), Great Britain Helvetia’s Na-

tional Cup and its northern group’s Highsted Cup 

(both for best non-postal history display); “Mail 

Between Switzerland and Colombia Using 

SCADTA Airline 1923-29” (1-frame), Great Britain 

Helvetia’s Moore Trophy (best postal history). 

 Heinrich Heissinger, “Durheim Period 

1850-54 (Rayons)”, St. Louis 2012, grand, gold, 

Missouri Exhibitors award. 

 Charles LaBlonde, “Suspension of U.S. 

Mail to Switzerland 1942-45” (1-frame), Christ-

church (New Zealand) Centennial Exhibition 2012, 

emerald (3rd of 5 levels); ROMPEX 2012, gold. 

 Bruce Marsden, “Swiss Fondue”, Garfield-

Perry 2012 (Cleveland), vermeil, AAPE excellence 

award, AAPE creativity award.  

 Harlan Stone, four 1-frame grand award 

winners in AMERISTAMP 2012 C of C: “Sitting 

Helvetia Pre-Production Trials”, “Hotel Posts”, 

“Swiss-to-U.S. Mail Rates 1862-75”, “Swiss Postal 

Involvement in 1870-71 Franco-Prussian War”, 

four prix d’honneurs. “Uses and Misuses of Postal 

Reply Cards in International Mails to 1906” (1-

frame), AMERISTAMP 2012, gold, AAPE best title 

page, American Philatelic Congress best write-up, 

Marcus White best stationery. “Private Advertis-

ing Officially Imprinted on Postal Envelopes” (1-

frame), St. Louis 2012, grand, gold, Marcus White 

(best stationery). “Evolution of Minimum Fee for 

Postal Money Orders” (1-frame), St. Louis 2012, 

vermeil. “International Postage Due Charges on 

Mail to Switzerland 1862-1907”, Philadelphia 

2012, gold, auxiliary markings award. 

  George Struble, “Swiss Air Mail up to 

1939”, PIPEX 2012 gold, APS Award of Excellence 

1900-1940. 

 

From your Editor 
 The AHPS Board has graciously ap-

proved continuing with Short Run Printing, 

which printed our March and May issues, and 

using color throughout – if I think warranted.  

They also approved having issues regularly up 

to 24 pages – again, if I think warranted.  I am 

grateful for their support, and hope you will en-

joy the changes. 

 You may have noticed the assortment of 

stamps on your envelope for this issue.  I was 

able to buy over $1000 of mint US postage for 

75% of face value.  This reduces the postage cost 

for mailing TELL (but increases the cost for put-

ting on the stamps!).  You will see similar post-

age assortments in the next several issues. 

 I would welcome an associate editor who 

would be ready to step in and edit an issue in an 

emergency.  An associate editor – not necessarily 

the same person – could solicit ads for TELL. 

   George Struble 

Would you like your TELL 3-

hole punched?  For years, we have duti-

fully had our TELLs punched so they could be 

stored in a 3-ring binder.  Nobody said any-

thing; I was more than half convinced that no 

one cared.  Neither our March nor our May 

TELL was punched, and now I learn that some 

people do want it punched.  The cost for our 

new printer to do it is too high.  But if you tell 

Dick Hall you would like your TELL punched, 

he will code your mailing label, and I will hap-

pily punch yours. – Ed. 

 

If you or one of your friends would like another 

copy of the special March issue of TELL, 

send $20 to Dick Hall (see page 14 for his ad-

dress).  The purchase includes a coupon for $10 

toward the cost of 2012 AHPS membership.  Or 

even better, just join AHPS at the regular rate 

and get all previous 2012 TELL issues! 
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Disinfected Mail During the 

Hoof and Mouth Disease Epidemic: Part II 
by Reinhard Stutz 

This article was published in Post & Geschichte, No. 1, March 2011.  It was translated by Robert Wight-
man, and is reprinted here with the gracious permission of Post & Geschichte and the author.  Part I was 
published in the November 2011 issue of TELL.  It recounted some background, and early responses to 
the epidemic. 

 

In Aarberg District 

  In the first phase Aarberg District was in the restricted zone.  (Der Bund December 5, 1919) 

 

Dieterswil Community of Rapperswil (Aarberg District), village 228 inhabitants (in 1910) 

  The postal journeys Münchenbuchsee – Wengi were made normally according to the timetable in 

July 1920. In the second phase, infections were reported in Rapperswil on August 13, 1920 and in Diet-

erswil on October 5, 1920. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community of Rapperswil (Aar-

berg District), village 367 inhabi-

tants (in 1910) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

June 23, 1920.  Rapperswil / (Bern). Post office from 1837.          
Handstamp “ Desinfiziert “.  This is the only item recorded.   
 

 

June 3, 1920.  Dieterswil, Post office opened 1873. 
Letter with marking “Desinfiziert”.  This is the only item recorded.   

 

Infections reported in: 

Ammerswil 

Detligen 

Dieterswil (mail disinfected) 

Grossaffoltern 

Lobsigen 

Meikirch 

Radelfingen 

Rapperswil (mail disinfected) 

Schüpfen 

Seedorf 

Suberg 

Wiler b. Seedorf 
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In Burgdorf District 

 In the first phase the Burgdorf 

District was in the restricted zone. 
            (Der Bund December 5, 1919) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community of Aefligen (Burgdorf District), vil-

lage 408 inhabitants (in 1910). 

  In the first phase, the outbreak of the disease 

was reported in Aefligen on November 20, 1919. On 

December 24, 1919 Aefligen was still considered as 

infected. 

  On May 27, 1920 

the disease broke out 

again. A further report 

dates from June 8, 1920. 

On June 11, 1920 the 

Community of Aefligen was declared a restricted 

zone. Further outbreaks were reported on July 1 and 

 

1920 (15.07) Aefligen / (Bern). 
Post office since 1875. Unde-
liverable printed matter with 
hand-stamp “Desinfiziert”. This 
is the only item recorded. 

 

Herzogen
buchsee 

Infections reported in: 

Aefligen (mail disinfected) 

Alchenstorf (mail disinfected) 

Ersigen (mail disinfected) 

Hindelbank (mail disinfected) 

Höchstetten-Hellsau 

Kernenried 

Kirchberg 

Koppigen (mail disinfected) 

Krauchthal 

Lyssach 

Niederösch 

Rumendingen 

Wynigen 

 

Extract from the hand-drawn delivery plan of 
the Head P.O. in Berne.  The expense for the 
supervision of the daily delivery service was 
substantial.  The files show more than 150 
detours, etc.  Source: PTT-Archive Berne. 
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7, 1920. The Aefligen post office limited the mail deliveries to one per day from June 5 to 21. Despatches 

only on trains 168 and 178. Normal services from July 23, 1920. 

 

Community of Alchenstorf (Burgdorf District), 

village 395 inhabitants (in 1910) 

  In the first phase no infections in Alchenstorf 

were reported. The postal traffic to/from Alchenstorf 

was maintained through messenger journeys to 

Wynigen. 

  On July 1, 1920 the outbreak of the disease 

was reported. By July 20, 15 communities in the 

Burgdorf District were already infected. Since the 

postal vehicle journeys were discontinued on June 1, 

1920, the post office had two messenger connections 

to Wynigen each working day; from June 9, only one 

per day. The mail exchange took place on the com-

munity boundary. 

  From June 5 to 6 and June 14 to September 

15, 1920, messenger journeys from Alchenstorf to 

Wynigen were made; these were the only postal con-

nections. 

 

Community of Ersigen (Burgdorf District), village 596 inhabitants (1910).  

  Ersigen was infected in the first phase with an outbreak on November 19, 1919. 

  From June 11, 1920, Ersigen was in the outer restricted zone in the heavily affected Burgdorf Dis-

trict. The outbreak of the disease was reported on July 1, 1920. Further outbreaks followed on July 7, July 

14, etc. Ersigen exchanged mailbags only on the community boundary with Kirchberg. From July 21, Ersi-

gen maintained a daily messenger service to Kirchberg. 

 

 

 

Community of Hindelbank (Burgdorf District). Village 663 inhabitants (in 1910) 

  In the first phase, Burgdorf District was in the restricted zone.   (Der Bund December 5, 1919) 

 
July 13, 1920  Alchenstorf. Post office since 1884.  Letter from 
the infected zone with hand-stamp “DESINFISZIERT”.  This is 
the only item recorded to date. 

 

 
July 17, 1920.  Ersigen. Post office from 1880.  View-card with 
hand-stamp “Desinfiziert”. Military mail postage free at the cost 
of the community. Temporary date-stamp recorded from June 
15 to August 23 in five different states. 

Message text on post card: “Gentlemen. Again a line from me. 
Here you get an impression of a fool’s errand on a Sunday. 
Hope to be with you again soon. Spectacle.” 

 

 
Picture-side of the same post card (photo view card). 

Left: Rifle Bat. 37 with disinfection apparatus. In the cart a military 
butcher. Military personnel were called up for the emergency 
slaughtering of cattle. 
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  An outbreak of the disease was reported on June 9, 1920. The road from Zollikofen to Burgdorf via 

Hindelbank was closed to traffic on June 10. Further outbreaks: June 11, July 13, July 14, etc. 

  The postal vehicle service Hindelbank – Krauchthal was suspended from June 8. From June 8 to 

August 1, a postal vehicle service to Boll; from August 2 to August 6 only as far as Lindenthal; August 7 to 

8 reintroduction of the services V and VI to Hindelbank; from August 9, normal service again. 

  

Community of Koppigen (Burgdorf District), village 1070 inhabitants (1910) 

  In the first phase the outbreak of the disease was reported on November 19 and 20, 1919. The 

postal vehicle services Koppigen – Wynigen were suspended on December 3. The Burgdorf District was in 

the restricted zone (December 5). The Community of Koppigen was still considered as infected on Decem-

ber 24. Normal postal operations resumed on January 19, 1920. 

  The outbreak of the disease was renewed on June 9, 1920 and the Community placed in the re-

stricted zone on June 11. Further outbreaks: July 1, 7, 13, 17, etc. 

  Because of the suspension of the vehicle service between June 5 and September 15, messenger ser-

vices between Niederösch – Kirchberg and Alchenstorf – Wynigen were introduced. Koppigen delivered 

mailbags to trains 157 and 161 and received those from trains 156 and 164. The postal services Herzogen-

buchsee – Koppigen remained suspended 

from June 2, 1920 and were first recom-

menced on September 1. 

  The suspension of the vehicle ser-

vices of Automobil A.G. Koppigen and 

District had the consequence that various 

extraordinary postal messenger services 

had to be introduced to maintain the 

postal services to the localities Ersigen, 

Oberösch, Niederösch and Alchenstorf. 

Further, the vehicle service Koppigen – 

Kirchberg was temporarily routed via the 

direct road and not through the villages 

Niederösch, Oberösch and Ersigen. Mes-

senger services from Niederösch and Er-

sigen to the direct road had to be 

arranged on these days to exchange the 

mails. 

 (To be continued) 

 
July 18, 1920.  Koppigen / (Bern), Post office from 1876.  Letter with hand-
stamp “Desinfiziert“. This is the only item recorded to date. 

 

 
June 30, 1920. Hindelbank, Post office from 1833.  Pre-printed 
envelope

3
 with hand-stamp “Desinfiziert“. 

Temporary date-stamp recorded from July 27 to August 2, i.e. 
for a longer period.  A further letter is recorded from July 8 with 
a temporary date stamp. 

 

 
Postal service in infected area: 1938 Canton Thurgau. (5) 

Stall restricted because of infection. Farm about 150 m away.  
Box for mail.  The post bell is on the barrier itself.  The sound 
can be heard easily 200 m away. 
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The Swiss Monetary System of 1798 up to the 

Currency Union of January 1, 1852 
by Walter Brühlmann 

This article was originally published in the Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung (SBZ) March 2011, pp.86-88 
and is reprinted here with the gracious permission of the SBZ and the author.  The translation is by Ernest 
L. Bergman 

Toward the end of the 18th century an unbelievable disorder prevailed in the mon-

etary system of Switzerland. A great mass of coins made of many different metals 

and origin were in use. The cities, bishoprics, abbeys, locales and cantons used the 

currency rights as they pleased. Moreover, many foreign currencies circulated 

which came from commerce and the mercenaries service. 

With the money of the Helvetic Republic there was an attempt for the first time to introduce a uni-

form currency in Switzerland. In the minting places already existing at that time, Bern, Basel and Solo-

thurn, the coins were minted as based on the Bernese standard of coinage. The new coins, however, were 

not able to stop the muddle brought about by the many different currencies. In the "Mediationsakte" of 

1803 Napoleon replaced the disliked "Helvetic Republik" with a Confederation and hence the coinage rights 

returned again to the Cantons. One could find Bernese "Dublonen" and "Dukaten", "Taler" of Zürich and of 

Basel, "Gulden" of Luzern and Schwyz, "Blutzger" of Grisons, "Schilling" of Zürich, etc. 

 
Currency table from the book by Hans F. Hunziker Die Winterthur-Marke der Übergangszeit 1850 
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The confederation treaty of 1815 completely ignored the monetary system. However, it brought 

about several agreements or concordats among groups of cantons (1819, 1824, and 1825). By this means 

the monetary system was regulated somewhat within the cantons, however, all kinds of different curren-

cies were around and one had to watch out for inferior money. Actual money in use was practically only 

foreign gold and silver coins: the French "Louis d'or", the silver "6-livres Taler", and the silver 

"Kronentaler" minted by Germany and according to the German-Austrian convention. We can easily un-

derstand that the French currency was used in western Switzerland while German currency was prevalent 

in the eastern part. 

 

The First Federal Monetary Law 

In order to end this unsatisfactory situation, the new confederation constitution of 1848 transferred 

the exclusive currency rights to the confederation. On that basis, the federal assembly of May 7, 1850 

passed the federal monetary law, initiating a system very closely related to the French monetary system, 

and introduced into Switzerland the silver currency with the "Franken" (Fr) as the currency unit. Because 

no real currency existed yet, this "calculation" currency served as a basis for value comparisons with local 

or foreign money and was the basis for the so-called “valuation tables” for businessmen and authorities. 

Until then the decree of the federal assembly of June 30, 1849 was in effect, which prescribed that 

the federal pay offices had to use the official cash value of the cantonal currency when accepting it. The ex-

change value of the most important cantonal currency was established and all cantonal "Rappen" (Rp) and 

Fr pieces had to be exchanged for the same value. It must have been, however, very difficult during that 

transition period for the post offices to function and calculate the correct fees. They worked under a uni-

form postal law but had to deal with 25 different currency laws. Article 11 of the regulations for the ac-

counting system of the Swiss Postal Administration of September 17, 1849 states: The accounting has to be 

done in Swiss Francs, Rappen and half Rappen. The postage on letters and transportation pieces has to be 

indicated, however, in Kreuzer. Where the Swiss Franc unit does not exist, a very closely and comparative 

reduction of the fees in the currency existing there has to be made. 1 Kreuzer will be calculated as 2½ 

Rappen. Therefore, for the Swiss post, the following exchange value existed: 4 Kreuzer ("calculating" cur-

rency) = 10 Rappen of the old federal currency value. 

Fundamental changes also took place with the reorganization of the postal system through corre-

sponding legislation. The federal administration was to take over, as of January 1, 1849, the up to then 

cantonal postal systems; however for the time being, the postal service stayed in the hands of the cantonal 

offices. In June 1849 the federal council established an all-inclusive Swiss postal law with uniform postal 

rates but allowed larger towns and villages to conduct postal service during the transition period. An an-

nouncement of March 15, 1849 in regard to the federal postage law declared  

"In larger cities such as Zürich, Basel, Genf there already exist city mail systems through 

which franked letters destined within the same community can be sent with significantly re-

duced postage. Necessity requires continuation of this service mitigation, and if similar circum-

stances are also desired in other locations, it is felt that the federal council should give the 

permit to establish them."  

As of January 10, 1849, local postage was reduced to 2½ Rappen (1 Kreuzer). However, at that time 

there were no stamps for this rate. Anyone who used a "Zurich 4" ( 3.75 Rappen of old federal value) for 

local postage donated ½ Kreuzer or 1.25 Rappen, and anyone who used the "Zürich 6" (5.625 Rappen) for 

the 1st Rayon, donated 1.125 Rappen because based on the established rate initiated on October 1, 1849, 5 

federal Rappen would have been sufficient. Whereas Geneva issued the "Waadt 4" to cover local postage on 

October 22, 1849, the 2½ Rappen so-called "Winterthur" stamp was not issued by the Zürich postal admin-

istration until February 25, 1850. These stamps were therefore issued in the old federal value, because the 

new rates were put into effect on October 1, 1849 but the change to the new Franc took place only as of 

January 1, 1852. 

 

French Decimal System or South German "Guldenfuss"? 

In the meantime a passionate discussion took place which lasted nearly 2 years, whether to adjust 

the new Swiss currency to the French decimal system or the South German "Guldenfuss" (Kreuzer). The 
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federal assembly finally decided for the French decimal system. With the establishment of the new Swiss 

Franc, based on the currency law of August 25, 1851, a way to a uniform currency was found. Finally, it 

was possible to get rid of the impossible situation of having no less than 297(!) different monetary units in 

use. 

The banker Johann Jacob Speiser of Basel, a supporter of the "Fr system" made his experience 

available to the confederation and carried out the currency reform between 1850 and 1852. The basis was 

the Franc of 5 gram of silver (900/1000) divided into 100 Rappen ("centimes"). There were still no federal 

coins, because they had be minted yet. The order went to the mints of Paris and Strassburg, and during the 

years 1851 and 1852 Swiss coins from 1 Rappen to 5 Francs began to circulate. Their value corresponded 

with the French franc or the Geneva currency which had already been introduced on January 1, 1839. The 

new Swiss Franc was 1.43 old Francs, or conversely one old Franc was 0.71 new Francs. With the unifica-

tion of the monetary system, the new Swiss Confederation took a step forward in the very important sphere 

of trade as it did already similarly with the postal system on October 1. 1849. Between August 1851 and 

August 1852 nearly 66 million old coins were withdrawn from circulation from cantons from west to east. 

In its announcement about the development of a new federal law on postage rates of June 4, 1851 

the federal council explained:  

"The development of a new federal coinage standard made a revision of the postal rate system 

of June 4, 1849 necessary. This occasion gives us a chance not only to rewrite the fees for the 

new monetary system but also suggest changes that experience has shown to be necessary or 

desirable. It is especially clear that new rates can only be set which can be easily calculated 

and paid in the newly minted coinage. Therefore nobody can object if the lowest fee is set at 5 

centimes. According to previous existing law (article 4), local mail in larger places for signifi-

cant correspondence was defined. From now on the rate of 2½ Rappen is stipulated at 5 

Rappen; we feel that the privilege can be extended to all locations and up to 2 hour walking dis-

tances without disadvantage for the postal till." 

 

The Stampless Period 

With the decree of the postal administration of December 6, 1851 all stamps were recalled as of De-

cember 24 and reimbursed by the post-offices in cash, based on the old rate. The local stamps of 2½ Rappen 

became invalid and after January 1, 1852 Bern supplied the post-offices again with "Rayon" stamps and 

but sold them for the new (higher) rate. Because the post-offices were unable in the short interim period to 

supply the public with stamps, Philately has called this period the "stampless period." 

A stamp of 5 Rappen base value remained also after the currency reform a stamp of 5 Rappen. For 

the postal administration this created a situation of a – hidden – 30% rate decrease, because until Decem-

ber 31, 1851 the old 5 Rappen were equal to 7.15 new Rappen; the postage, however, remained at the new 5 

Swiss Rappen. 

After the currency reform of January 1, 1852 the old cantonal stamps were valid at their respective 

base value until September 30, 1854 since this base value was simply accepted as new Swiss Rappen. This 

was OK with the Post, since it received 5 Rappen when selling the stamp to the public. These old 5 Rp 

stamps could have been exchanged during the currency reform for 7.15 new Swiss Rp.  

Now the Post-office accepted these, valued at 7.15 Rappen only as 5 Rappen. A nice profit! 

 

Literature 
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 Hans F. Hunziker, Die Winterthur-Marke der Übergangszeit 1850 

 Bernhard Degen, Historisches Lexikon der Schweiz 
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Matterhorn Meanderings 
by Richard T. Hall 

Let me start off this issue’s column with a question from a member’s e-mail.  Tom Scammell asks a 

question about F10z, the 65c Icarus airmail.  He notes in the Amateur Collector Catalogue that two dies 

are listed for this stamp.  The note in the catalogue reads: 

There are two dies of 10z.  In Die I 

there are one or two dots beneath the cross-

bar of the ‘T’ and 8 lines inside the letter ‘V’.  

In Die II the dots are absent and there are 

only 7 lines inside the ‘V’. 

Tom writes: “... after looking at many 

copies, I can only find Die I.  Sometimes, a 

stamp may look like a Die 2 if the dark blue 

is shifted up, but on close exam, it is really a 

Die I.  Katcher [Amateur Collector] lists Die 

II at the same price as Die I so one would 

think this stamp is common, yet I’ve not encountered it yet.  Does 10z Die II really exist?” 

The Zumstein Specialized catalog lists two “Bildplattensatz” with printings of 312,500 for Die I and 

187,500 for Die II.  The reader is referred to the overprinted version of the stamp, F22, for an explanation 

of the two dies.  Here one will find an illustration of the two dies (Figure 1) and a description: 

Die I: fine lines, the top horizontal background line inside the “E” continues inside 

the “T”, the background inside the “V” consists of 8 lines. 

Die II: thicker lines, the top horizontal background line inside the “E” does not con-

tinue inside the “T”, the background inside the “V” consists of 7 lines. 

I hope the figure shows these differences clearly.  The most obvious difference is the presence or ab-

sence of the two dots of the horizontal background line on either side of the vertical stroke of the “T”. 

Now, can anyone confirm the existence of the Die II to answer Tom’s question. 

 
While not a question, member Fritz Graf sent me an e-mail giving a web site for old maps of Swit-

zerland:  http://www.zumbo.ch/maps/index_en.html  

The maps on the site range from the 1500s to 1939.  The scans are of excellent quality and are 

downloadable.  Thanks, Fritz, for alerting us to this valuable resource. 

 
The Swiss Cancellation Society (SVP) recently published a supplement to 

their K-cancel catalog.  Going through the supplement I came across two changes 

that either weren’t reported in the PhilaNews listing or I missed them.  To bring 

your listings up to date, K-cancel K 639a from 8739 Rieden in Canton St. Gallen 

was last used on August 27, 2008, and K-cancel K 1604 from 1000 Lausanne 

Comité International Olympique in Canton Vaud was last used on April 30, 2010. 

As you will see in the list of post of-

fice closings and changes, the post office at 

Dornach 2 in Canton Solothurn was closed, 

leaving Dornach 1 as the surviving post office in the town.  This re-

sulted in the removal of the “1” from the 4143 Dornach 1 K-cancel K 

155b.  The new cancel, shown in Figure 2, was first used on May 21, 

2012.  The old Dornach 1 K-cancel was last used on May 18, 2012. 

The K–cancel shows the Cloister Church, the former Catho-

lic parish church of St. Mauritius.  Figure 3 shows a photograph of 

the church which houses a museum today.  A famous battle was 

fought in 1499.  A commemorative bas-relief can be found on the plaza next to the museum (Figure 4). 

 
Fig. 1.  Two dies of Z. F10z 

 
Fig. 2.  Dornach K-cancel 

 
Fig. 3.  Dornach Cloister church 
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Here’s the latest installment of post office closings 

and changes. 

1.  On April 14, 2012, the following post offices were closed: 

 6760 Campello (canton Ticino) [assumed by 6770  

  Faido]] [K-cancel K-746 was last used  

  on that date] 

2.  On April 19, 2012, the post office at 8124 Maur (canton  

 Zürich) was closed [assumed by 8123 Ebmatingen]  

 [K-cancel K 1263 was last used on that date] 

3.  On April 20, 2012, the following post offices were closed: 

 1608 Oron-le-Châtel (canton Vaud) [assumed  

  by 1607 Palézieux-Village] [K-cancel K 785a was last used on that date] 

 7158 Waltensburg/Vuorz (canton Graubünden) [assumed by 7158 Waltensburg/Vuorz]  

  [K-cancel K 1126 was last used on that date] 

4.  On April 21, 2012, the post office at 8512 Thundorf (canton Thurgau) was closed  

 [assumed by 8500 Frauenfeld] [K-cancel K 1243 was last used on that date] 

5.  On April 30, 2012, the post office at 8498 Gibswil-Ried (canton Zürich) was renamed 8498 Gibswil.   

 The new name was effective on May 1, 2012. 

6.  On May 5, 2012, the following post offices were closed: 

 6133 Hergiswil bei Willisau (canton Luzern) [assumed by 6130 Willisau]  

  [K-cancel K 1109 was last used on that date] 

 7064 Tschiertschen (canton Graubünden) [assumed by 7000 Chur]  

  [K-cancel K238a was last used on that date] 

 9535 Wilen bei Wil (canton Thurgau) [assumed by 9500 Wil SG]  

  [K-cancel 1547 was last used on that date] 

7.  On May 12, 2012, the post office at 3862 Innertkirchen (canton Bern) was closed [assumed by  

 3860 Meiringen] [K-cancel K 587 was last used on that date] 

8.  On May 19, 2012, the following post offices were closed: 

 4143 Dornach 2 Oberdornach (canton Solothurn) [assumed by 4153 Reinach BL]  

  [K-cancel K 465 was last used on that date] 

 8597 Landschlacht (canton Thurgau) [assumed by 8595 Altnau]  

  [K-cancel 1315 was last used on that date]  

 9562 Märwil (canton Thurgau) [assumed by 9562 Märwil] 

9.  On May 25, 2012, the post office at 3308 Grafenried (canton Bern) was closed  

 [assumed by 3312 Fraubrunnen]  

10.  On June 1, 2012, the following post offices were closed: 

 4123 Alschwil 2 Dorf (canton Basel Land) [assumed by 4123 Alschwil]  

  [K-cancel K 1419 was last used on that date] 

 1736 St. Silvester (canton Fribourg) [assumed by 1700 Fribourg] 

There’s a lot of K-cancels biting the dust! 

 
Fig. 4.  Dornach battle bas-relief 

  I. G. STAMPS   SWITZERLAND 
  Please visit my Web site: http:www.igstamps.com 
 Over 6000 offers of Swiss stamps and Postal history. 

 Each item has a brief description and picture. 

 You can search for your particular collecting interest. 

 As not all my stock will be listed I welcome your wants list. 

 Those members who do not have a computer please contact me.  I will send you a 
printed copy of your collecting interests. 

Ian Gilchrist, I. G. Stamps, PO Box 15, Harrogate HG11 1SL, England 

E Mail admin@igstamps.com 
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“Well, How High Is It?” 

by Michael Rutherfoord  

and Charles LaBlonde 

Sometimes the most interesting items ap-

pear in a dealer’s dollar box.  The postcard shown 

here is one such item.  It just seems so “non-Swiss” 

to have two different altitudes for the same loca-

tion on the same piece of mail.  This may or may 

not be scarce – it is certainly curious!  We have 

never seen such a piece of mail previously, showing 

both altitudes for the Jungfraujoch.  

The postmark showing the altitude of 3457 

meters, applied by the Jungfraujoch post office, 

was around since the post office opened on 1 Au-

gust 1912.  On 16 November 1960 the altitude was 

changed to 3454 meters.  And on 20 April 1967 the 

postmark was changed to 3801 Jungfraujoch, with 

no altitude. 

The blue rubber stamp is unofficial and 

was applied in the gift shop at the top of the 

Jungfraujoch. 

The old Swiss height system was taken 

from the French Napoleonic triangulation system 

which was used for all of Switzerland.  During the 

1920s the Swiss Landestopographie in Bern took 

their own measurements based upon Marseille 

mean sea level to establish their own base with the 

PieI invitrre de Niton in the Lake of Geneva, 

which was lower by 2.7 meters.  This became the 

new Swiss standard height. 

The K Postmark for the Jungfraujoch (K 

312), issued on 1 August 1962 showed the correct-

ed altitude of 3454 meters.  

 

 

 

 

 

Swiss Postal Stationery Collectors Society 
 

 

Inquiries or Membership:  

    Albrik J. Wiederkehr, Rue du Carroz 5, CH-1278 La Rippe 
    E-mail: albrikwi@bluewin.ch 
Website: http://www.ganzsachen.ch 
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WORLD COINS 

Specializing in coins and medals of 

SWITZERLAND 
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Modern Schützentaler 

 

Craig Keplinger 
Keplinger World Coins 

P O Box 5123 
CORALVILLE IA 52241 

Website: www.numiswiss.com 
PH: (319)339-9447; FAX: (319)339-9465 
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Gotthard Help Wanted! 

Our tireless and stellar author Dick 

Hall is starting an article on the Gotthard rail 

line, which is celebrating its centennial.  He 

asks for your help.  Please send him covers that 

traveled on the line, or other ephemera that 

could contribute to the article.  You can either 

email scans to him, or if you send him actual 

items, he will scan them and return them 

promptly. 
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